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Oracle is a highly recognized corporation which provides numerous hardware and software solutions intended to
simplify and improve the IT industry.

Oracle is a highly recognized corporation which provides numerous hardware and software solutions intended to simplify and
improve the IT industry. Primarily known for its database software, Oracle also provides solutions along Engineered Systems,
Servers, Cloud and Storage. There are also numerous professional certifications offered along these tracks.
Description
The Oracle Database certification is specifically tailored for professionals who interact with Oracle databases. In this domain,
Oracle certifications are highly sought after and coveted in the IT industry. Oracle Database certifications are offered at
various certification levels. The main categories are:
1. Oracle Certified Associate (OCA) – Oracle Database 12c Administrator
With this certification, an individual can be part of a database management team as a member or an application developer.
This level requires the individual to pass one of these SQL exams:
Oracle Database 12c SQL fundamentals (1Z0-061)
Oracle Database 12c SQL fundamentals (1Z0-051)
Oracle Database SQL expert 1Z0-071.
Besides, candidates must pass Oracle Database 12c: Installation and Administration (1Z0-062) exam in order to be
considered for this Oracle credential https://www.prepaway.net/.

The associate certification validates the skills and the ability in creating, retrieving, maintaining and editing data in a
database. MySQL programming skills and sufficient knowledge of the relational database is very important as they are the
key concepts tested in the exams. Primarily, it shows competency in the day-to-day operational management database skills
of the associates.
2. Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) – Oracle Database 12c Administrator
Oracle Professional Certification demonstrates skills in large Database Management as well as the application of large-scale
database. The ideal candidates for this certification level must possess OCA certification. Additionally, they are required to
pass Oracle Database 12c: Advanced Administration (1Z-063) exam. After successfully passing the exam, the individual
needs to submit a course completion form in order to be an Oracle Certified Professional (OCP).
Alternatively, the professionals who already possess Oracle Database 12c Administrator or Oracle Database 11g
Administrator certification can upgrade to Oracle Database 12cR2 Administration Certified Professional certification by
passing 1Z0-074 exam.
This certification level validates the skills in installation, maintenance, fine-tuning, and troubleshooting of Oracle databases.
3. Oracle Certified Master (OCM) –Oracle Database 12c Administrator
Oracle Master Certification is the most coveted level of the database certification. It requires one to have 3-4 years’
experience of professional enterprise-level. A candidate needs to complete two advanced courses from a list of 21 offered
courses. There is the possibility of these courses coinciding with those at the OCP level. However, those taken at that level
may not be used to validate one for the master certification. As in the professional level mentioned above, one should submit
a completed course form and pass an Oracle Master Certification (12COCM) exam. Furthermore, the candidate must submit
the fulfillment of Kit request.
To find more information about DBA certifications, go to Oracle official website.
Preparation Options for Oracle Exams
For all these levels, it is mandatory for individuals to attend instructor-led training and offer proof of that. Oracle testing
centers are available across the globe. However, there are numerous third-party certified institutions that offer the Oracle
Database Certifications. It is very important to check updated information on courses and tests on the official Oracle website.
Extensive exam preparations are also made available online ranging from hands-on instructor-led training, virtual courses,
practice exams, training on demand to exam preparation seminars. These materials are customized to meet the current
industry standards. The objectives are clearly outlined and at the end of the course, candidates should have a clear
understanding of how to administer standalone databases. A number of training material for DBA certification is at your
disposal on the internet. Thus, numerous websites offer exam dumps. Check PrepAway online resource, as it’s considered to
be the most reliable one among exam takers. The files provided on PrepAway are valid and updated, as the real exam takes
can upload them directly on the website. Moreover, you can find video lectures for the Oracle exams there and take the
course you need. These video lectures are led by IT experts which means that you’ll be shared the most significant details on
the Oracle exam which you won’t find anywhere else. Try PrepAway out and pass the Oracle certification exam on first try.
Benefits of Oracle Database Certifications
To begin with, Oracle as an IT corporation has its major focus on high-end and world-class solutions. Many organizations
incorporate Oracle products into activities that are vital to their businesses. This is because products offered by Oracle boast
a high performance and offer highly scalable tools for medium to high-end organizations. Companies remunerate Oracle
Database Certified Individuals highly as compared to their Relational Database Management System Professionals.
In addition, the accreditation creates a demand for an individual’s skills. Taking into consideration that a software solution is
critical to an organization, it would hire a professional who is able to add value and provide the best solution.
Oracle Database certifications are recognized globally. This means that one gets an advantage at gaining work experience in
any part of the world as a database administrator. No organization in the world will ever doubt your certification because
Oracle services are known all over the world.

Individuals may appreciate the Oracle Database certification in the following scenarios:
When they are starting out on new careers such as database administrators.
When they have little or no hands-on product experience.
When they are contemplating switching their jobs.
Oracle Database certification also creates an opportunity for career advancements especially when one will be re-entering
the formal employment sector after a long time.
Oracle Database certification proves to employers that an individual is keen on advancing their knowledge and skills in the
fast-growing and evolving industry. The certification of this leading IT vendor is always based on the current industry trends.
Along with the professional benefits, Oracle provides successful candidates with a digital badge which can be displayed on
their Social Media Profiles. The certification adds value to the curriculum vitae and will make one stand out from the crowd.
Job Opportunities
1. Database Administrator
2. Database Architect Engineer
3. Application programmers
In conclusion, Oracle Database certifications validate one as a highly skilled database professional who can provide solutions
to critical systems. Oracle is a brand to reckon with because it has the biggest share of the relational database in the job
market. Oracle database skills will be always profitable to IT professionals. Just prepare properly with PrepAway, get certified
and build your career with the certification recognized worldwide.

